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As I have studied the literature of Mujeres Libres and of the Spanish
anarchist movement, spoken and corresponded with the women I have met,
and attempted to understand their lives and activities, three themes have
arisen to provide a focus for this book: community, empowerment, and
diversity. Mujeres Libres, like the Spanish libertarian movement, was col
lectivist and communalist in orientation, w~ich meant that it was commit
ted to a vision of society in which the self-development of each is con
nected to the development of all. 17 Freedom and equality, individual iden
tity and community, were understood to be mutually interdependent, each
the precondition for the other. The women of Mujeres Libres therefore
understood consciousness-change and empowerment to be both individual
and collective processes. They believed that empowerment could take
place only in the context of communities and/or organizations that
acknowledged and valued the diversity of their constituents.

With respect to their understanding of the relationship between indi
viduals and communities, Mujeres Libres and Spanish libertarians would
have taken sharp issue with the classical liberal formulations of this rela
tionship so common in contemporary U.S. culture. They shared with
socialists the sense that individual identity and community, rather than
being at odds with one another, are inextricably linked. Marxists, anar
chists, feminists, and other social constructionists have insisted that human
needs and consciousness are products of our social relationships, and, thus,
to speak of individuals outside of a social context makes little or no sense. ,
They further insist that what we understand as "freedom" is itself a social

product. ls . . .
But much recent feminist social-historical research and theonzmg have

gone beyond even this formulation, emphasizing the importance of com
munal/collective networks in constituting people and providing the con
texts for consciousness and empowerment. 19 This emphasis on networks
and social context is giving rise to. new conceptualizations of politics, as
rooted not in individuals and their needs and concerns, but in what we
might term "social subcollectivities," with a consequent focus on their con
stitution, their boundaries, and power relations within them.
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For contem

porary feminist researchers, this approach has led to explorations of the
place of networks, community, and connection in the lives of women, both
in earlier times and in the present?1

Spanish anarchists and the women of Mujeres Libres clearly recognized
th importance of such connections and of the social constitution of per
~()nh()od, and like their earlier" iter" in the British utopian socialist
1ll0Vl'1l1 'Ill (thou .h, appar nlly without any direct knowledge of that

group's existence or activities), they attempted to develop organizational
forms and activities that would enable people to experience them. As I will
show in chapter 2, this perspective led them to address people in a variety
of contexts, including in rural communities and urban barrios, as well as, in
workplaces. For the women of Mujeres Libres, this perspective also meant
an emphasis on the significance of gender, both in constituting communi
ties and in creating the conditions for consciousness-change and liberation.

The second, related theme that emerged from my engagement with this
material concerns issues of power, domination, and empowerment.
Spanish anarchists and anarcho syndicalists developed and attempted to
act upon, an understanding of the nature of power and hierarchy in socie
ty-and of strategies to overcome it-which differed significantly from
both Marxist and liberal strategies and which speaks directly to the con
cerns of much contemporary feminist theorizing about the interaction of
hierarchies of gender, race, and class. Although the range of feminist
scholarship on this topic is enormous and growing, theoretical frameworks
have tended to fall into three well-known categories-liberal feminists,
socialist feminists, and radical feminists. These categories are differentiat
ed according to their understanding of the nature and sources of the subor
dination of women in societies and of the relationship between gender
inequalit): and inequalities based on class, ethnic-cultural, religious, or
other differences.

Anarchists agree with socialists, socialist feminists, and radical femi
nists that the factors involved in understanding social inequality-and sex
ual inequality in particular-go beyond mere discrimination:Yet Spanish
anarchists echoed many of the concerns of earlier utopian socialists, dif
fering from Marxists (and from contemporary socialist-feminists and rad
ical feminists) in important ways. Instead of treating either class relations
or sexual divisions as the most basic form of subordination on which all
others depend, anarchists saw hierarchy, formalized authority, as an equal
ly crucial problem. They recognized various types of subordination (e.g.,
political and sexual, as well as economic) as more or less independent rela
tionships, each of which would need to be addressed by a truly revolution
ary movement.

In her study of British Owenites, Barbara Taylor argues that those early
utopian ocialists developed an analysis of society and domination that
II' ated people as being rooted in collectivity. Further, they recognized a
n d t addre both gender and cia s as manifestations of domination.
N'v rthel s~, as sh pints out, this multifa t d analysis of oppressi n
was f'laliv 'Iy shorl-liv' I. Within a I"w y 'ar~, Ih 'I' wa~ no pia' I'm "f 111-



inism" in socialist notions of solidarity. "Sex-equality radicalism," which
had been an important aspect of utopian socialism, was lost when scientif
ic socialism developed, emphasizing class as the central category of analy
sis. In the consequent "splitting" that occurred, feminism lost its class
analysis and socialism lost its feminist dimension.22

Although the power of Marxist analysis derives precisely from its
insistence that economic relationships are at the root of all relations of
domination and subordination in society,. many feminist critics insisted
early on that this monolithic approach to oppression was also Marxism's
limitation. Marxist socialist analysis had no room for an independent
understanding of the subordination of women, which exists in socialist as
well as in capitalist societies, irrespective of the "mode of production." But
to "add women and stir" to a Marxist analytical model yields only confu
sion, since it destroys the power that derives specifically from the claim of
that analysis to root all hierarchies in economic relations.

In its insistence that hierarchy needs to be addressed and uprooted,
independent of economic relations, anarchism seems, by contrast, to offer
an analytical model that could accommodate multiple relationships of
domination and subordination without necessarily insisting that one is
more fundamental than the others. Precisely because it acknowledged this
multidimensional character of subordination, the experience of Mujeres
Libres can be a very fruitful source for contemporary feminists struggling
to develop an understanding of women's subordination and empowerment
that can attend to differences of ethnicity, race, and class.

In locating individual identity in community and recognizing hierar-.
chical power structures (whether based on gender, religion, or class) as
.limits to the development both of communities and of the individuals who
constitute them, Mujeres Libres attempted to develop strategies for
empowerment (capacitacion) that would enable previously subordinated
women and men to realize their own capacities. Feminists and democratic
activists in the United States are, of course, struggling with related ques
tions: What does empowerment mean? How can we empower ourselves (or
others) without creating new relationships of "power over" others?
Starhawk's recent analysis of power as "power over," "power within," and
"power with" represents one example of these contemporary feminist
and, specifically, ecofeminist-explorations.23 The experience of Mujeres
Libres can contribute much to this discussion.

Finally, related to these issues is the question of diversity. Although
Spanish anarchists insisted on the importance of community and on the
mutual interdependence of community and individuality, they also argued

IlIat ,..,har'd visions need not be bas d on sam ne S and that communiti 's
l III not only in 'orp rate, but be strengthened by, diversity.

That visi n, of course, is easier to point to than to live out. The story
III Mujeres Libre is, in many ways, one of an attempt to build a movement
Ihal would incorporate at least one set of differences-those based on gen
t! 'I'. The women of Mujeres Libres, working within the context of the
Spanish anarchist movement, pressed their comrades, both male and
r male, to rethink what their community was, who belonged to it, whom it
S rved, and how it operated. In the process, they pushed both anarchist the
ory and anarchist practice in exciting new directions.

:h.i~ ?imension of their activity poses important challenges and opens
posslbIlItles for us today. It is not coincidental that, as we increasingly
a knowledge the power of communal connections in our own lives, con
t mporary U.S. feminists and democratic theorists are exploring just what
we mean by community. Within the larger feminist movement, it has been
women of color who first and most consistently raised the question of the
place of community in personal identity and insisted that any truly femi
nist vision-and community-must be one that not only tolerates but also
nourishes diversity.24

More recently, white feminists have begun seriously discussing the
meaning and significance of diversity among women.2S Increasing num
bers of white women are coming to realize that there may be no such thing
as "woman" and that our identities as individual women are crucially con
nected to the particular ethnic, religious, and cultural groups that also con
tribute to our identity. Of course, many women of color, working-class
women, Jewish women, and members of other oppressed groups have been
all too aware of the significance of such differences, insufficiently reflect
ed in the larger "women's movement."26 What, then, does this mean for
feminist organizing or feminist theorizing? In recognizing class or ethnic
differe~ces am?ng women, must we abandon any notion of commonality?

MUJeres LIbres focused on gender differences between women and
men within the larger libertarian movement, rather than on class or ethnic
differences among women. Nevertheless, the struggles they underwent to
recognize and validate difference while insisting on equality are certainly
instructive. In addition, I believe that some of their wariness about femi
nism may have stemmed from their understanding of themselves as work
ing-class women and of the differences between the needs and experiences
of working-class and middle-class women. Thus, although the issues they
add~essed were framed rather differently from our own-they focused pri
marIly on gender differences within a working-class movement, rather
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than on class or ethnic differences within a women's movement-the
struggles they confronted, the strategies they devised, their successes, and
their failures may yet prove valuable to us.

In the early years of this century and through the period of the Spanish
Civil War (1936-1939), anarchists and anarcho-syndicalists in Spain
developed not only a theoretical perspective, but also a network of eco
nomic, political, and cultural organizations and activities that provided a
context in which to test their perspectives on community and diversity,
domination and empowerment. Spanish libertarians strived to create com
munities that respected the individuality of their members, while at the
same time they insisted that individuality could be developed and experi
enced only in community. The women who founded Mujeres Libres were
all firmly committed to the goals of the movement and deeply involved in
its organizations. Each had been nurtured by it. Many described them
selves as having come to a full sense of who they were only in and through
the activities of the groups they joined, whether unions, storefront schools
and cultural centers, hiking clubs, or the like. The libertarian community
became essential to their newly developing sense of self.

Yet, at the same time, they felt that something was missing for women.
The realization was a painful one: the community they experienced
through the anarcho-syndicalist movement was so important to them that
they feared anything that might undermine its unity and integrity. Still,
each came to insist that, both for the sake of her own and other women's
development and for the sake of the movement itself, a separate organiza
,tion devoted to women's emancipation was essential. That decision was
not an easy one for any of them, and it often met with stiff opposition from
their comrades, both male and female.

My purpose here is to chronicle the struggles of these women and, in
the process, to illuminate our own: to review the theoretical and activist tra
ditions in Spain that gave birth to -the libertarian movement, to attempt to
understand how and why these women came to believe that an autonomous
women's organization was necessary, to examine how they came to under
stand the relationship between their project-and their autonomy-and the
long-term goals of the libertarian community, and to explore how they were
received by the mainstream organizations of that movement. While con
temporary feminist and democratic struggles for a more egalitarian society
differ significantly from theirs, we, too, strive to create relationships that
can nurture without stifling and communities that can provide meaningful
contexts for commitment. By linking our stories to theirs, I hope we can not
only learn from, but b emp wercd by, our history,

ANARCHIST REVOLUTION AND THE LIBERATION OF WOMEN

:hen ,the Republic came, many people went to storm the prisons to free
" e p~/soners, ,a,nd I went, too, There was some guy there shoutin ,
Aba]o l~ polttlca! [Down with politics!] Abajo la Guardia C' 'l~

[Down wtth the Civil Guard!] .. , all sorts ofabay'os " And thelvlh'
yelled "VI' I ' " ,n e

.' Iva a anarqulQ! [Long live anarchy). And I thought "Ah
here IS a~ anarchist." This was my first encounter with an anar~hist~'
and he did not look like he was a terrible person. He had a goodface.'

-Soledad Estorach

,
People woul~,say to us, "Were you children baptized?" and we would
~ay to, them" We weren't baptized." "How terrible what girlsl Such
e~utiful chtldren "-because we were six handso~e sisters (I ~ean

from the standpoint ofhealth) and one br.vther "b' b h' h - etng roug t up
wtt out God, you are like dogs!" And we would say, "AT h
o h l'k ' /vO, you are t enes w 0 are I e dogs, that you need a master." 2

-Enriqueta Rovira

. ol~in~tion in all its forms-whether exercised by governments reli ious

:l~; ~I~~~~~:~i~r~~~ugh ecoh~omic relatio~s-is for anarchists the'sour~e of
i 'af critique .f e an~c IS~ sh~es WIth many socialist traditions a rad-
. 0 economIC dommatIOn and an insistence on the need for

~ lIndamental econo~ic restructuring of society on a more egalitarian basis
a

::1 :~~at~e~~~~ MarXIst socialism in ?eveloping an independent critique of
. ", lerarchy, and of authonty relations in general Where soc' 1
I:"~S hav traced t.he roots of all domination to the division 'of labor in :~~
~ (ono~y, anarchl t have insisted that power has its own logic and will t
W abollshc? thr~ugh attention to economic relations alone. no

Anar 'hlsm alms L abolish hierarchy and structured relations of domi-
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